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PERFORMANCE TO 31 DECEMBER 2016 3 MONTHS  6 MONTHS 1 YEAR
2 YEARS  

(PA)

SINCE 
INCEPTION 

(PA)

Portfolio Return (AUD) -1.2% 5.8% 19.5% 9.8% 11.2%

MSCI AC World Accum Index ex-Aust (A$) (hedged) 4.4% 9.9% 10.0% 6.3% 8.5%

Excess Return -5.6% -4.2% 9.4% 3.5% 2.6%
               Performance is net of investment management fees. Inception date is 18th February 2014. Numbers may not sum due to rounding. Since inception return is annualized and assumes reinvestment of distributions. Past 

performance should not be taken as an indication of future performance.

Numbers represent contribution in percentages of each stock to the percentage change in 
portfolio value.

SECURITIES MOVEMENTS FOR THE DECEMBER QUARTER

Bought in: None

Sold out: None

Increased holding: Ecolab, Omnicom, RELX, Compass Group, 
Experian, Nestle, GEA

Decreased holding: Nordson, ITW, Omnicom, Accenture

CONTRIBUTION TO PORTFOLIO RETURN - DEC QTR 2016 (%)
TOP 5 BOTTOM 5

Nordson 1.29 GEA Group -1.94

Illinois Tool Works 0.74 Bunzl -0.36

Omnicom 0.63 Nestle -0.17

Experian 0.32 L'Oreal 0.04

3M 0.29 RELX Group 0.05

HOLDINGS AS AT 31 DEC REGION SECTOR

Ecolab US Materials

3M US Industrials

GEA Group Europe Industrials

Illinois Tool Works US Industrials

Nordson US Industrials

Compass Group UK Commercial Services

Bunzl UK Commercial Services

RELX Group UK Commercial Services

Accenture US Commercial Services

Omnicom US Commercial Services

Nestlé Europe Consumer Staples

L'Oréal Europe Consumer Staples

Experian UK Non-Bank Financials

PERFORMANCE SINCE INCEPTION           PORTFOLIO EXPOSURE BY SOURCE OF REVENUE

Source: Company filings; E&P AnalysisSource: MainstreamBPO, MSCI
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 MARKET COMMENTARY

International equity markets appreciated by 4.4% in local 
currency for the December quarter, bringing the gain for 
the year to 10.0%. Italy led the way with a rise of 18.0% as 
financial markets shrugged off October’s referendum and 
the subsequent change in political leadership. In aggregate 
the Euro block region rose by 8.6% for the quarter, with 
strong performances also from Germany, Spain and France. 
The US market appreciated by 3.4%, including an 5.0% rise 
since the Presidential election in November. Japan rose by 
15.0%, helped by the boost to export competitiveness from 
the decline in the value of the Yen, while the UK rose by 
4.2%.  Emerging markets declined by 1.4% though with some 
material divergence - Brazil put on 2.2%, China declined by 
7.1% while Trump’s election success was felt in Russia’s 15% 
gain and Mexico’s 2% decline. 

Looking at performance by sector, Financials stormed ahead 
with a gain of 15.7%. The market has taken the view that 
“Trump is terrific” for banks and insurance companies on the 
basis that regulation is expected to be softer, interest rates 
higher and economic growth stronger. The Energy sector put 
on 9.3% helped by the sharp rise in the oil price following 
OPEC’s meeting in late November which saw the cartel 
commit to reducing production by 4%. This was followed 
by a similar agreement from non-OPEC countries. Materials 
and Industrials also recorded strong gains for the quarter 
on the expectation of higher US economic growth led by 
infrastructure investment. Three of the five weakest market 
sectors for the quarter were Real Estate, Telecommunications 
and Utilities, all of which are perceived to be “interest 
rate sensitive” and are typically negatively impacted 
by the expectations of higher interest rates. The other 
underperformers were Consumer Staples and Health Care. 

It’s hard to go past the US Presidential election as the 
“event of the quarter”. The equity market appears to 
have drawn the simple conclusion that President Trump 
equals stronger economic growth, and stronger economic 
growth equals higher equity returns. Not so fast. Firstly, 
economists in aggregate have shown over a long period of 
time no predictive ability when it comes to accelerations or 
decelerations in economic activity. Let’s be generous, for a 
moment, and consider what if market observers are right 
and US growth does in fact accelerate, spurred by pruning 
of regulation, lower taxes and hefty infrastructure spend? 
In the ten best years of US economic growth since 1950 real 
total returns for the S&P500 averaged 4.0%. In the ten worst 
years of GDP growth real equity returns averaged 10.9%. 
Alternatively, in the ten years since 1950 that exhibited that 
greatest increase in year-over-year real economic growth the 
S&P produced average real returns of 9.5%, hardly different 
from the 9.0% equity return in the ten years that real GDP 
showed the greatest deceleration. So, be careful what you 
wish for, and what prognostications you pay attention to.  

It may, though, be worth keeping a watchful eye on the oil 
price, which as of mid-January is up 100% compared to a year 
ago. Oil has quickly changed from a source of deflation to an 
incipient source of inflation globally. Along with an acceleration 
in the rate of increase in labour costs, rising barriers to trade 
and residential rents increasing at the fastest rate since 2007, 
there is a strong case to be made that inflation is on the rise. 
In the 18 years since 1950 when calendar year inflation has 
increased by more than 1.0% real equity returns have averaged 
-0.2%, almost 9% below their long term average. Perhaps in 
the excitement about potentially faster economic growth the 
collective attention of the equity market is being diverted from 
something that may matter more, inflation. 
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PORTFOLIO PERFORMANCE

The Evans & Partners International Fund (Hedged) declined 
by 1.2% for the quarter, underperforming the broader 
international equity market by 5.6%. Key positive contributors 
to performance were Nordson, ITW, Omnicom and Experian.  

	Nordson – following a 16% AUD gain in the September 
quarter Nordson appreciated by 18.8% in the three 
months to December as the company continues to 
grow earnings at a robust rate. In mid-December the 
company reported EPS growth for its November quarter 
of a staggering 56%, driven by 13% underlying revenue 
growth and an expansion in its pre-tax profit margin from 
17% to almost 22%. Nordson increased its dividend for 
the 53rd consecutive year. Nordson has been successful 
in the last year or so in both increasing its market share 
as well as using innovation to grow into new markets. 
One interesting area where Nordson has seen rising 
penetration of its products has been in automotive 
production, where car companies have been taking out 
metallic and mechanical fasteners and replacing them 
with glue, which reduces weight and improves fuel 
efficiency. 

	Illinois Tool Works – ITW held its annual analyst day 
in early December, and it served to highlight the ways 
in which the company is an excellent business getting 
better. In terms of the economics the business produces, 
four years ago ITW earned a pre-tax margin and return 
on invested capital of 16% and 14.5%, both enviable 
profitability levels. In 2016 these had risen to 23% and 
22% respectively. The core of ITW is a set of powerful and 
proprietary business practices which collectively make 
up the company’s “business model”. The first is 80/20, 
which is about prioritising the largest and most profitable 
products and customers. The second is customer-driven 
innovation, which refers to ITW’s businesses creating 
products that help their customers solve problems, 
which can be contrasted with an innovation process that 
starts in the lab. Lastly, ITW’s culture is decentralized 
and entrepreneurial. Importantly, across all three of the 
legs that make up ITW’s business model it seeks ongoing 
improvement. 

	Omnicom – Omnicom had a strong year in 2016 in terms 
of large new business wins, including contracts with 
AT&T/ DirectTV, McDonalds and Volkswagen. Omnicom’s 
management cited as key factors in these new business 
wins Omnicom’s data and analytics platform (Annalect) 
and a culture of collaboration. The Annalect platform was 
built internally rather than acquired, as a result of which 
the level of integration into and collaboration with other 
parts of Omnicom is very high. Collaboration is becoming 
increasingly important as large advertisers are looking 
to deal with fewer agencies and seeking a more co-
ordinated approach. Omnicom’s ability to pull together 
not only capabilities from different parts of the company 
but also to work well with external firms was cited by 
several of its new, large clients. 

	Experian – Experian’s first half results, released in early 
November, showed that the company’s “One Experian” 
approach of selling a more integrated set of solutions 
is clearly working and that the company’s innovation 
pipeline is strong. It also showed that the company’s 
more co-ordinated approach is seeing greater sharing of 
innovations and best practices across borders. The result 
also demonstrated that where Experian has challenges in 
particular areas of its business it has taken concrete steps 
and the results have been encouraging. Two particular 
examples of this are Asia Pacific, where Experian has 
exited a number of small loss making countries, and the US 
Consumer business where it has made material changes 
in the branding and content of its services in response to 
new, low-end competition. 

The main detractors to performance for the quarter were GEA 
Group and Bunzl.

	GEA Group – On October 20th GEA reduced guidance 
for full year 2016 earnings by approximately 20%. The 
company attributed the earnings shortfall to a combination 
of external cyclical factors and internal issues. The external 
cyclical factors relate to:

1. Ongoing weakness in dairy farming and oil and gas 
end markets; and 

2. Increased customer caution leading to the deferral 
of orders in several industries, particularly in dairy 
processing. In dairy processing, pending new 
regulations in China related to the infant formula 
market, combined with a degree of excess inventories, 
have contributed to project deferrals in that market. 
GEA has emphasised that it has not seen order 
cancellations.

The internal factors largely relate in different ways to 
the significant restructuring program the company has 
been undertaking over the last 18 months. Under this 
program GEA has moved from five divisions, each of 
which contained many different businesses and legal 
entities, to two. This fundamental reorganisation of 
the company’s internal structure resulted in new roles, 
responsibilities and reporting lines for many individuals. 
In addition, the company reduced headcount by 1,450 
or 8%. This restructuring and reorganisation has proved 
to be considerably more disruptive than the company 
anticipated, and manifested itself in:

1. Cost overruns – for a number of months GEA has 
had around 1,000 vacant positions that it could not 
fill while negotiations with labour unions regarding 
redundancies were ongoing. GEA has used temporary 
employees in these cases. Furthermore, inefficiencies 
due to lack of experience of many employees in their 
new roles necessitated additional training as well the 
hiring of temporary workers. 
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2. Contract under-pricing – over the last twelve months, 
in a period where a number of key end markets have 
been under volume pressure, GEA’s pricing disciplines 
were not being applied with their normal rigor. This is 
attributed to new people in key roles, a prioritisation 
of volume over margin, and the project accounting 
systems not being aligned with the new organisational 
structure.

From our conversations with the company, including our 
meeting with the company’s CFO in Germany last month, 
we have learned the following regarding the internal issues:

1. Cost overruns – management has a much clearer 
understanding now than they did in early October of 
where the unanticipated costs have been incurred. 
In the coming months temporary employees will be 
replaced with permanent ones and the duplication of 
costs related to worker inexperience will fade away. 

2. Contract under-pricing – as management became aware 
of under-pricing in certain parts of the business, the 
project accounting systems have been reconfigured to 
“hard-code” the normal margin into contract pricing. 
Under the new organisational structure, a “One GEA 
Finance” approach is being developed which will 
include a single methodology to contract pricing, 
replacing the multiple approaches that have been used 
up until now. Furthermore, the new organisational 
structure has a single project manager for large, global 
contracts which will provide better internal visibility 
on pricing. So, the source of the problem has been 
redressed, and the impact will fade in the coming 
months as existing orders are delivered and recognised 
as revenue. 

In summary we believe the internal issues that have 
contributed to the earnings shortfall this year have been or 
are in the process of being redressed, and the profit impact 
will dissipate in the coming quarters. 

	Bunzl – Bunzl underperformed the market over the quarter 
and over the year. The company has been negatively 
impacted over the year by deflation in key product 
categories, particularly those such as plastics where the oil 
price is an important input. Bunzl has also been impacted 
by competitive pressures on its large customer groups, 
particularly large food and non-food retailers, from online 
retailers and constrained consumer spending. 
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EXCHANGE TRADED FUNDS

Within this letter we address the Exchange Traded Fund (ETF) 
market, with a focus on how these products are increasingly 
moving away from providing a passive exposure to the broad 
financial market, and toward “active management”.    
We also look at two examples, amongst a list of many 
possibilities, where investor expectations could be misplaced 
when investing in the ETF market:

1. low volatility ETFs, that may ultimately prove to be 
negatively correlated with rising interest rates

2. leveraged & inverse ETFs, where daily returns and 
long term returns can diverge meaningfully from 
each other

Lastly, we briefly address the case for passive and active funds 
management, and how taking a concentrated yet risk adverse 
approach may help investors enhance investment returns.

Are ETFs the new active management?

An ETF is a type of fund which owns assets such as equities, 
bonds, oil futures, gold bars, foreign currency and other 
tradable assets, and divides ownership of those assets into 
shares.  Unlike passive mutual funds which trade off market, 
ETFs trade on exchange intraday.  The first ETF was launched 
by the Toronto Stock Exchange in 1990 and these products 
have grown to represent between 5-7% of the total global 
share market capitalisation.  However it appears that rather 
than providing a low cost way of tracking an index as was first 
intended, increasingly these funds are employed as vehicles 
to speculate, hedge and tactically tilt portfolio holdings.  
During 2015, the annual trading turnover amongst ETFs in the 
US was 880% as compared to 12% for an average stock, and 
in 2016 ETFs accounted for one half of the trading volume 
in US stocks.1 Clearly these are not buy and hold strategies, 
and given this short-termism implied in the trading data, 
we are not convinced investors are taking the time to truly 
understand the risks inherent in the ETF market.  

Do low volatility funds protect against volatility in a rising rate 
environment?

“Low vol” ETFs attempt to deliver close to market returns with 
lower levels of overall performance volatility.  Fund inflows 
into these products more than doubled during 2016 to a 
run rate of $16bn as the popularity of such funds has grown 
in response to the promise of downside protection during 
stressed trading periods.  The largest low vol ETF, the iShares 
Edge MSCI Min Vol USA ETF (USMV) is composed of securities 
that in aggregate have historically delivered lower volatility 
relative to the broader U.S. equity market.  The ETF has 
generated performance in line with the S&P500 with volatility 
as measured by standard deviation below that of the market 
since its inception in November 2011.  However, we believe 
this low volatility may be partially a result of inverse interest 
rate correlation.

The cyclical bull market in bonds began in 1982 and has 
arguably reached bubble like conditons.  In their book, A 
History of Interest Rates, authors Homer and Sylla found 
no period in the past 5000 years outside the present, when 
interest rates were below the zero bound.2  Negative rates were 
first introduced by Denmark in 2012, and there is now globally 
~$12tn in bonds yeilding negative rates.   Partially as a result 
of this financial repression, yield starved investors have bid up 
the asset price (yield contraction) on bond like alternatives in 
the market.  Namely, utilities, real estate and consumer staples.  
USMV has clearly been an outsized beneficiary of this trend 
with its weigting to  utilities, real estate and consumer staples 
double that of the S&P 500.  As such, we posit that USMV is as 
much a bet on low rates as it is low volatility, at a time where 
interest rates appear to be showing signs of rising from benign 
levels.  The 10yr Treasury rate bottomed below 1.3% in July 
2016 and as employment and inflation has firmed, this rate has 
risen to 2.5% currently. 

  Index Weights – S&P500 vs USMV

Sector S&P 500 USMV
Info Tech 21% 16%
Financials 15% 11%
Health Care 14% 18%
Consumer Disc. 12% 8%
Industrials 11% 8%
Consumer Staples 9% 14%
Energy 8% 2%
Utilities 3% 8%
Materials 3% 2%
Real Estate 3% 8%
Balance 3% 4%
Interest rate sensitives 15% 30%

Source: USMV factsheet, November 2016

 

Source: FactSet Research Systems          
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A reminder of the damage increasing yields can do to interest 
rate sensitive securities is demonstrated in the table below.  
This is the simple scenario where the dividend yield on a 
listed business widens by a mere 200bps as compensation for 
forgoing the risk free yield on treasury bonds (i.e. equity risk 
premium increases whilst holding the payout ratio constant), 
or likewise if treasury bond yields rise by 200bps and the risk 
spread remains constant (i.e. market interest rates rise whilst 
the equity risk premium remains constant).  Applying this 
principle to an individual security where the cash dividend is 
held flat, the yield compression results in an underling capital 
loss of 40%.  Great damage can be inflicted on “long duration” 
portfolios with an overweight to such securities in a rising 
interest rate environment.   

  Yield Compression Example

Dividend $3 $3
Yield 3% 5%
Capital $100 $60
Capital Loss -40%

  Source: EAP

Indeed, we may be beginning to see the risk of rising rates 
within the USMV portfolio, as revealed in the 3Q16 note 
to investors:  “USMV underperformed during this risk-on 
market, finishing down 1.18%. Although there was little equity 
volatility throughout the quarter, there was elevated interest 
rate volatility leading up to the September Fed Meeting. 
Defensive securities, such as Utilities and REITs, tend to have 
higher interest rate sensitivity, which USMV is not immune 
to.” ³

Are leveraged and inverse ETFs designed for investing or day 
trading?

Leveraged ETFs seek to deliver multiples of the performance 
of the index or benchmark they track.  Inverse ETFs seek 
to deliver the opposite of the performance of the index or 
benchmark they track.  Leveraged and Inverse ETFs have seen 
material inflows as compared to other “non-traditional” ETFs 
(strategies not linked to US equity, international equity or 
fixed income), below.

However, investors may be disappointed if they employ these 
products as long term strategies.  Leveraged and inverse ETFs 
are constructed using swap and futures contracts to deliver 
the desired outcome from the close of daily trading from day 
one, to the close of daily trading day two.  In other words, 
the derivative contracts re-set daily. Problems arise for long 
term holders as performance of these products can diverge 
meaningfully from the underlying index over a weekly, monthly 
or yearly basis.   Here are a couple of examples of return miss-
match during the Great Recession period, courtesy of the US 
Securities and Exchange Commission:

Between December 1, 2008, and April 30, 2009, a particular 
index gained 2 percent.  However, a leveraged ETF seeking to 
deliver twice that index’s daily return fell by 6 percent—and an 
inverse ETF seeking to deliver twice the inverse of the index’s 
daily return fell by 25 percent.  During that same period, an 
ETF seeking to deliver three times the daily return of a different 
index fell 53 percent, whilst the underlying index actually 
gained around 8 percent.  An ETF seeking to deliver three times 
the inverse of the index’s daily return declined by 90 percent 
over the same period.4

Why was there such a divergence between the index return 
and the ETFs?  Here’s a hypothetical example: let’s say that on 
Day 1, an index starts with a value of 1000 and a leveraged ETF 
that seeks to double the return of the index starts at $1000. If 
the index drops by 20 points on Day 1, it has a 20 percent loss 
and a resulting value of $800. Assuming it achieved its stated 
objective, the leveraged ETF would therefore drop 40 percent 
on that day and have an ending value of $600. On Day 2, if the 
index rises 20 percent, the index value increases to 960. For 
the ETF, its value for Day 2 would rise by 40 percent, which 
means the ETF would have a value of $840. On both days, 
the leveraged ETF did exactly what it was supposed to do – it 
produced daily returns that were two times the daily index 
returns. But let’s look at the results over the 2 day period: the 
index lost 4 percent (it fell from 1000 to 960) whilst the 2x 
leveraged ETF lost 16 percent (it fell from $1000 to $840). That 
means that over the two day period, the ETF’s negative returns 
were 4 times as much as the two-day return of the index 
instead of 2 times the return.

 

Source: FactSet Research Systems 
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  Leveraged ETF Example

Start of Trading Day 1 Day 2
Index 1000 800 960
Fund 1000 600 840

Return
Index -20% 20%
Fund -40% 40%

Loss over two days - index -4%
Loss over two days - ETF -16%

  Source: EAP

Additional ETF risks to consider

This letter has addressed two examples of risks that 
investors should be wary of when approaching the ETF 
market, however there are a litany of ways that ETFs may be 
dangerous to individual investors.  We are especially  wary of 
“synthetic unfunded ETFs” where potentially inappropriate 
security is offered as asset backing for ETFs; junk bond ETFs 
where the buyer is relying on the debt analysts of the ETF 
sponsor to price extraordinarily illiquid junk bonds; and 
counter party risk or default risk. 

ETFs are also capable of providing systemic risk within 
the broader market.  Some areas of concern include the 
proliferation of “ETFs of ETFs” which are reminiscent of 
the CDO-squared5 securities of pre-2007 in their liquidity 
characteristics; and the general lack of liquidity for the ETF 
markets during periods of market dislocation; and the lending 
out of ETF holders shares to short sellers, amongst others.6

What impact is passive mutual funds & ETF investing having 
on the market?

The marginal price of an asset is set by the marginal buyer, 
and with ETFs & passive mutual funds linked to the S&P500 
representing 12% of total market capitalisation, these 
investors are becoming a more influential marginal buyer. 

7 Thus, we suggest there is a self-reinforcing cycle here.  
Whilst fundamental investors remain in the majority, and 

set the direction of stock prices, there is a large and growing 
component of the market that is blindly following the active 
lead, as the ETF and passive mutual fund buy decision is rules 
based, not fundamentals based.   Arguably, this may exacerbate 
momentum in stocks, and also drive more violent downside 
volatility.8 ETFs have not resulted in a systemic breakdown in 
financial markets yet, however if their relative size continues 
to grow in line with the 30% pa growth rate of the last decade, 
the ETF liquidity freezes of 2010 & 2015 may be a precursor of 
events to come.9  

Should investors take an active or passive approach?

The innovation of funds that passively track a market such 
as the S&P500, has in aggregate been a good experience for 
investors.  After fees an investor can expect to outperform the 
median manager, which is a great outcome for those unwilling 
or unable to invest the time in selecting a capable manager.  
Passive funds also perform an important role in exposing 
“closet index” funds which effectively mirror the index while 
charging active fees.

Indeed, S&P noted that over the year to June 2016, 85% of 
U.S. active funds underperformed the S&P 500 index.  This in 
itself is not surprising, investors as a group cannot beat the 
market because in aggregate they are the market; net of fees 
and transaction costs the majority of funds will mathematically 
underperform.  Such statistics are often used as an argument 
against active management, however it should be noted that 
effectively 100% of passive ETFs replicating the performance 
of the S&P500 underperformed the index net of fees over the 
past year also. 

Whilst good managers are difficult to find, skilled consultants 
can make the task more manageable.  Moreover the rewards 
for doing so are attractive; if one had invested $10,000 with 
George Soros in 1970, by 2000 that investment would have 
returned ~$26 million as compared to the same figure invested 
in the S&P500 of ~$148,000.  However, finding the super-star 
investor is not necessary for achieving investment returns 
above the index.  If an investor had done no better than stay 
out of the bottom 20% from the years 1999 to 2016 she 
would have generated a return of 650% over this period as 
compared to 52% for the S&P500, below:  

 

 Source: FactSet, EAP analysis 
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As such, staying out of the bottom 20% of the market 
is our core objective at the start of every year, and it is 
this conservative approach that we have employed since 
inception:

Concentration is part of the solution

We agree with the independent consultancy Zenith 
Investment Partners that a concentrated investment approach 
is part of the answer when attempting to outperform the 
market, especially when trying to avoid the bottom 20% 
of the index.  In its most recent review, Zenith noted that 
70% of funds within its Approved Product List (APL) that 
adopted a concentrated approach (those funds holding 
fewer than 75 positions) outperformed the index to the 
year ended November 2016.  This compares to 55% for the 
more diversified funds on its APL.   Zenith believes the out-
performance by concentrated investors is attributed to a 
greater weighting to a manager's best ideas;   

“Zenith believes the key attraction of concentrated funds 
is that they should in theory contain only a manager’s best 
ideas. Typically, portfolio construction will be without regard 
for the benchmark and therefore these funds will not hold 
benchmark linked positions purely for risk management 
purposes”.10

CONCLUSION

The ETF market is increasingly moving away from a passive 
role to an active one.  The inherent risks in some ETFs are not 
entirely obvious and investors should seek advice regarding 
the underlying strategies employed by these products, 
especially where derivatives are used.
Passive funds have performed a useful function for those 
investors content with market returns, however the 
rewards for active investing remain attractive.  A strategy of 
concentration coupled with risk aversion can add value to 
investor returns, in our view.
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7. S&P Dow Jones Indices, month end factsheet, November 2016  

8. Fichtner, Jemmskerk, Bernardo (2016): Passive Index Funds, 
Concentration of Corporate Ownership, and New Financial Risk

9. On May 6th 2010 the Dow Jones index plunged 600 points within 
minutes, some stocks in the index lost half their value resulting in 
several thousand trades being cancelled that day.  Data show that ETFs 
were most affected during that incident; nearly 68% of all cancelled 
trades involved ETFs.  Despite reforms implemented in response to 
the above “Flash Crash”, on August 24th 2015 ~20% of US listed ETFs 
were halted from trading at some point during the day.  (International 
Monetary Funds, Global Financial Stability Report 2011 & Blackrock, 
US Equity market Structure: Lessons from August 24 2015).

10. Zenith Sector Report (2016): International Shares

PORTFOLIO CHANGES

During the quarter no stockes were added or removed from 
the portfolio.

 

Source: Bloomberg 
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STOCK FOCUS – L’ORÉAL

L’Oréal is the world’s largest beauty company. It has strong 
positions across all beauty markets, with approximately 
50% of sales from “mass” (defined as product sold primarily 
via the pharmacy channel), 30% from “luxury” (defined as 
product sold through department stores), and 14% from 
“professional” (defined as product sold through salons). Its 
key brands include L’Oréal Paris, Garnier, Maybelline, Redken, 
Kerastase, Lancome, and Urban Decay. Skincare accounts for 
about one-third of sales, followed by haircare, make-up and 
perfume. 

L’Oréal has historically invested about 3.5% of sales in R&D 
and around 30% of sales in marketing and advertising. This 
high level of investment has helped to drive a long and 
impressive track record of taking market share with the 
company growing at about 1.5x the rate of its end markets. 

The company also has an impressive record of acquiring 
small brands and turning them into powerful global brands 
through the strength of L’Oréal global distribution systems 
and marketing support. Kiehl’s was a $25m brand when 
L’Oréal acquired it in 2000 and sales now exceed $1bn. Brands 
acquired in the last few years that are on a similar successful 
growth path include Urban Decay and NYX Cosmetics.  

After sluggish growth over 2014 and 2015 L’Oréal in 2016 
has once again meaningfully outperformed its markets. 
In the nine months to September underlying growth was 
4.9% which included 15% growth in the make-up category 
and 6.8% growth in the Luxury division. Yves Saint Laurent, 
Giorgio Armani, Urban Decay and NYX all grew sales by more 
than 40%. 

STOCK FOCUS – ECOLAB

Ecolab is the world’s leading supplier of chemicals and 
service programs used to clean equipment, process water 
and production assets in a wide variety of commercial 
environments. End markets include restaurants, food retail 
outlets, food and beverage manufacturing facilities, chemical 
plants, oil wells and oil refineries. Ecolab’s business model is 
built on the following attributes:

•	 Superior chemistry – Ecolab’s proposition is that while its 
product is typically the most expensive on a per unit basis, 
it provides the lowest total cost to the customer. This is 
because it provides a superior outcome and also uses less 
water, energy and labour. This is backed up by 1,500 R&D 
associates, and 30% of sales typically come from products 
introduced in the last five years. 

•	 In-unit dispensing – Ecolab has a “razor and razorblade 
model”, whereby their products are provided in a solid 
form and fit inside a piece of dispensing equipment that 
Ecolab provide for free. It is a “lock and key”, whereby 
only Ecolab product fits with that dispensing unit. In-unit 
dispensing ensures that the product is used in the correct 
quantities, and it also provides a source of measurement 
and monitoring. 

•	 Direct technical field service organisation – Ecolab 
regard as its ultimate competitive advantage the 25,000 
field associates, which account for more than half the 
company’s employees. These reps spend their time in 
their customers’ facilities training users, understanding 
what problems the customer has that Ecolab may be 
able to help with, and also extracting data. This creates 
powerful customer intimacy and a feedback loop back 
into Ecolab’s R&D organisation. As a result, Ecolab is able 
to provide more and more services and solutions to its 
existing customers over time in more and more plants and 
countries. 

In combination these attributes produce a business with 
formidable competitive advantages. Ecolab has a customer 
retention rate, excluding those clients going out of business, of 
95% and has a long term history of increasing market share in 
all of its divisions and all of its geographies every year, including 
2016. 
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FUND NAME EVANS AND PARTNERS INTERNATIONAL FUND (HEDGED)

APIR Code ETL0391AU

ARSN 166 708 407

Responsible Entity Equity Trustees

Number of stocks 10-15

Maximum cash weighting 10%

Maximum single stock weighting 10%

Currency exposure Hedged

Benchmark MSCI All Countries World Accum Index ex-Australia (A$) (hedged)

Minimum Investment $20,000

Distribution Frequency Bi-annually

Investment Management Fee 1.25% incl GST

Buy/sell spread 0.10%/0.10%

Fund Inception 18th February 2014

PORTFOLIO CHARACTERISTICS - 12 MONTHS TO DECEMBER 2016

Standard Deviation 9.0%

Realised Beta 0.52

Tracking Error 8.8%

Upside Capture Ratio 1.06

Downside Capture Ratio 0.11
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GENERAL RESEARCH DISCLAIMER, WARNING & DISCLOSURES 
This document is provided by Evans and Partners ABN 85 125 338 785, holder of AFSL 318075. 

The information is general advice only and does not take into consideration an investor’s objectives, financial situation or 
needs. Before acting on the advice, investors should consider the appropriateness of the advice, having regard to the investor’s 
objectives, financial situation and needs. If the advice relates to a financial product that is the subject of a Product Disclosure 
Statement (e.g. unlisted managed funds) investors should obtain the PDS and consider it before making any decision about 
whether to acquire the product. 

The material contained in this document is for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer, solicitation or 
recommendation with respect to the purchase or sale of securities. It should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for 
the exercise of their own judgment. Investors should be aware that past performance is not an infallible indicator of future 
performance and future returns are not guaranteed. 

Any opinions and/or recommendations expressed in this material are subject to change without notice and Evans and Partners is 
not under any obligation to update or keep current the information contained herein. References made to third parties are based 
on information believed to be reliable but are not guaranteed as being accurate. 

This document is provided to the recipient only and is not to be distributed to third parties without the prior consent of Evans and 
Partners. 

EVANS AND PARTNERS DISCLOSURE OF INTERESTS 
Evans and Partners and its respective officers and associates may have an interest in the securities or derivatives of any entities 
referred to in this material. 

RESEARCH ANALYST CERTIFICATION 
I, Stephen Arnold, hereby certify that all the views expressed in this report accurately reflect my personal views about the 
subject investment theme and/or company securities. I also certify that no part of my compensation was, is, or will be, directly or 
indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views expressed in this report. 

RESEARCH ANALYST DISCLOSURE OF INTEREST 
I, Stephen Arnold, and/or entities in which I have a pecuniary interest, have an exposure to the following securities and/or 
managed products: Evans & Partners International Focus Portfolio and Evans and Partners International Fund. 

DISCLAIMER 
Except for any liability which cannot be excluded, Evans and Partners, its directors, employees and agents accept no liability or 
responsibility whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind, direct or indirect, arising out of the use of all or any part of this 
material. All information is correct at the time of publication; additional information may be available upon request.


